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Toyota corolla 2015 review consumer reports

ResearchToyotaCorolla2015 Corolla2015 Corolla Write Your Review 5 out of 5 stars 2015 Toyota Corolla S Plus CVT by Sunny from Alameda, CA on Tue Jul 14 2015 I've got my car for 2 months and I'm still love with it. I can actually see that I've been in love with it for a while because it's reliabilty. I had workers
amazed by my car since they all had to closely examine it, especially the collaboration of me who had to look at it twice just to understand it had Crolla been restored. I see it sparked interest in him because he asked me how I like my car almost every day when we work. I absolutely love everything about my car, the
interior (dash trimmed piano, touch screen, racing seats, eco-friendly leather seats) and a very athletic exterior (medium front look of the car, with exhaust tip, alloy rim, and sliding/steep moonroof). I'm now getting 31MPG for the city since I commute short, it doesn't really bother me at all because it takes me 2.5 weeks
before I have to fill the gas tank again. I never noticed echo mode when I wasn't using sports mode; This leads you to drive at a more constant speed to save more gas!!! The overall car is great for me since I like the compact design of the car that gives it the impressions of a sport-looking racing car, giving the fact that
I'm a tall adult standing at 5'5'' so that it's perfect for me. It was also a great plus to learn that the rear passenger pie room was quite large, along with 8 cup holders in the car. I don't want to be biased, there are quite some features that can be improved. Window Victors don't have extensions, and the car is not powerful
at ALL. However, Weiser doesn't bother my window too much since my commute is short and I prefer to be gas friendly over a car about performance. I highly recommend gas friendly, athletic and reliable Crolla to many! 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 4 of 5
starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 17 of 17 people found this review useful. You did this? Your feedback has been posted to Cars.com 5 of the 5 most reliable car stars that I know. By Loyal Owner Toyota of Idaho Falls, Idaho on Tuesday March 26 2019 This car has excellent reliability and great runs! I love
playing CDs and it has USB ports for music from my phone. The touchscreen makes it easy to switch radio stations and look at gas mileage. 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 10 of 10 people found this review useful. You
did this? Your feedback has been posted to Cars.com 5 of the 5-star big car! By zay_corollla from Philadelphia, PA on Monday November 24 2014 I just bought the black 2015 Toyota Corolla LE Base in late October. I decided to trade in Nissan Versa in 2008. I have bought my car for a month now and since enjoy
driving the car from me The exterior didn't wow me, but it seems bolder than I least expected. The interior is a very good layout. It feels more premium than I expected despite them some hard plastic around the interior. The dashboard may seem very busy, but once you handle it, it's not really bad at all. My favorite thing
about the car is actually the comfort of the ride. It's really comfortable, flexible, and fairly relaxed. The only thing you'll hear is the 1.8 engine at rpm higher and some tire noise. CVT transmission is probably one of the best I've driven alongside the Nissan Altima. If I had to change anything about the car, I would trim the S
buy from it to look really good. When I put more miles on it, I know more details about the car, I'll advise anyone on this car, affordable, comfortable, valued, and Toyota's reputation of reliability. 4 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 4 of 5 starsPerformance 4 of 5 starsExterior
Styling 8 out of 8 found this review useful. You did this? Your feedback has been posted to Cars.com 5 out of 5 stars quality and value by quality and value from Housyon, TX on Monday August 31 2015 value, quality and efficiency! Beautiful smooth ride! Highly recommended! Exceeds expectations. My only transport
car so I need something reliable 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 7 out of 7 people found this review useful. You did this? The feedback you posted to Cars.com 5 of the 5-star 6-star Toyota Corolla I owned - was all great.
By Thomas Garsombke of Atlanta, GA on Saturday November 24 2018 the 6th Toyota Corolla I owned - all great. It had 200,000 miles on each, never any major problems, just tires, lights, brakes, or batteries. 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5
starsExterior Styling 6 out of 6 found this review useful. You did this? Your feedback has been posted to Cars.com 5 of the 5-star Awsome car by Workaholic Mom from Atlanta Georgia on Wednesday July 29 2015 I love my new car. Great categories! Gas mileage fluctuates but is generally large. Very convenient easy to
clean the interior. And the ride is all Uzom!!!! 4 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Design 5 out of 5 people found this review useful. You did this? Your feedback has been posted to Cars.com 5 out of 5 stars of a great car! By Joe's
review of Columbus, OHio on Thu December 04 2014 I owned a Toyota Corolla since 1982 and recently bought a new 2015 one after having 117,000 in My Crolla 2005. I enjoy immeality and it has more features for comfort and safety than my previous Crolla. Corollas are great cars and I am a happy Toyota customer. 5
out of 5 starsValue Money 5 of 5 StarsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 stars performance 5 of 5 starsExterior Design 3 of 3 people found this review useful. You did this? The feedback you posted to Cars.com 5 of the 5-star great service and car by KrisRob from Union City on Saturday January 24 2015 is the
level of service and attention that I was able to get the best that I have experienced in many years. Car dealerships have a feared reputation. This reputation was the cause of my arrest actually coming to talk to a sales representative. Yet all my anxiety was relieved after meeting and talking to Mr Chris Erzier. I admit I'd
sold myself before, I was sure I'd come in to buy a fifth Prius and nothing would change my mind, unfortunately my financing options didn't allow that particular vehicle. Chris took the time to learn what I liked about the vehicle and what I saw as the opposite benefits to other vehicles in many of you. With that information
he worked with Mr. Michael Size to find an option that best fits what was good for me. After building a great reporter with me and exploring my options, they were able to find me a car I could never have imagined. Chris showed me all the big options at Crolla Sports Plus 2015. Not only did this vehicle express my
character, it still provided great gas mileage and enough room for my family. Chris and Michael were both sensitive to the fact that I was disabled with multiple sclerosis. They knew that the shopping process was frustrating and draining for me. They made sure I had a snack and water in hand to help me drain from
completely. Their care of me convinced me that it was a representation that my family and I (who are all Toyota lovers) should be loyal too. They even warned me that my mother, who owns the Prius 5, still receives great care when she moves to Georgia, some don't understand how big the little things are for consumers.
But what may have been small acts of kindness gained my heart and sent me home in a car that I actually love. Maybe my Fifth Prius wasn't that day, but I can assure you that when that day comes I know where I'll be, I'll offer anyone to make sure they make their purchase in Toyota from Union City. Thank you so much
for having such a great sales team with hearts. I pray that both of these colleagues will be rewarded for what changed not only my mind but my life. 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Design 3 of 3 people found this review useful.
You did this? The feedback you posted to Cars.com 5 of 5 stars Go Toyota thank you Kenneth Nelville by Debbie from Carrollton ,GA on Wednesday November 19 2014 I love my new car actually feel proud I had a great experience and Kenneth nelville did a great job very friendly and I'm so excited about my car praying
for a car and God led me to Toyota from Union City and even with a not-so-big credit score I was able to get a car thank you Toyota and thank you Kent. 5 out of 5 starsValue for money 5 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 2 out of 2 people found this review
useful. You did this? The feedback you posted to Cars.com 5 of the 5 very reliable stars by Corolla enthusiasts from Tampa fl on Saturday January 03 2015 buying my car at Toyota Stadium was out the door in 2 hours, got a good deal from Bruno,I'm very much. Happy with the new features Crolla has Bluetooth,very nice
console. 4 out of 5 starsValue for money 4 of 5 starsInterior Design 5 of 5 starsReliability 5 of 5 starsPerformance 5 of 5 starsExterior Styling 2 of 2 people found this review useful. You did this? Your feedback has been Cars.com editor's note: This review was written in October 2013 about the 2014 Toyota Corolla. Little
substance has changed with this year's model. Click here to see what's new for 2015, or check out the model's two-year side comparison. If you are buying in compact car class, fuel efficiency and affordability are definitely among your top priorities. Toyota's redesigned compact sedan delivers both - as long as you're ok
with a few tradeoffs in comfort. The 2014 Toyota Corolla is a big improvement, but it merely ranks the Meadpack against other compacts, especially in terms of cabin noise and ride quality. Along with an exterior style makeover, ... Continue
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